# Aviation Flight Science
## 2018 - 2019 Associated Flight Fees

### Private Pilot License:
- AVS 1520: Professional Flight Lab 1A: $10,441.36
- AVS 1525: Professional Flight Lab 1B: $11,711.92

### Instrument Rating:
- AVS 2520: Professional Flight Lab 2: $15,506.65

### Commercial Multi-Engine with a Single Engine Add On:
- AVS 3540: Professional Flight Lab 3: $13,408.89
- AVS 3560: Professional Flight Lab 4: $14,566.22

**Total Estimated Cost:** $65,635.04

### Elective Flight Courses:
- Certified Flight Instructor: $10,022.50
- Instrument Flight Instructor: $2,896.00
- Multi Engine Flight Instruction: $3,189.00
- Jet Equivalency Training: $5,150.00
- Private Pilot Transition Course: $5,342.10
- Instrument Transition Course: $3,835.30
- Single Engine Seaplane: $2,727.50

### Hourly Rates:
- Cirrus SR-20: $239/hr
- Piper Seminole: $269/hr
- Piper Arrow: $250/hr
- Super Decathlon: $208/hr
- Piper Super Cub: $165/hr
- Instructor: $50/hr
- Frasca 241: $68/hr
- Redbird: $56/hr
- CRJ-200: $308/hr

*Note: Flight fees are based on an estimated cost of completion (minimum cost + 10%)

Gear Up With Gold.